Neural activation patterns in the ventral visual cortex in response to different categories of visual stimuli (e.g., faces vs. houses) are less selective, or distinctive, in older adults than in younger adults, a phenomenon known as age-related neural dedifferentiation. Previous work in animals suggests that age-related reductions of the inhibitory neurotransmitter, gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA), may play a role in this age-related decline in neural distinctiveness.
Introduction
Aging is often accompanied by declines in cognitive (1) (2) (3) and sensory (4) function.
These declines have a significant negative impact on the daily lives of older individuals and are often early indicators of pathology. However, there are significant individual differences in these declines: some older adults experience severe impairments while others do not (5) (6) (7) .
Understanding the neural bases of these individual differences may therefore be helpful in designing interventions that slow or halt some age-related impairments.
One neural factor that may play a role is an age-related decline in neural distinctiveness.
Neural activity associated with different categories of visual stimuli (e.g., faces, houses, words) is often less selective, or distinctive, in older adults than in younger adults (8) (9) (10) . Individual differences in this kind of age-related "neural dedifferentiation" are also a significant predictor of cognitive decline. For example, older adults with less distinctive neural activation patterns perform more poorly on a wide range of fluid processing tasks compared with those with more distinctive patterns (11) .
Another neural factor that may be important is age-related reductions in the brain's major inhibitory neurotransmitter, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA). GABA levels measured using magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) have been found to be reduced in older adults compared to younger adults in the occipital cortex (12) (13) (14) , in frontal and parietal regions (13, 15) , and in supplementary motor area and sensorimotor cortex (12, 13, 16) . Furthermore, individual differences in GABA in specific cortical regions have been associated with individual differences in some aspects of cognitive performance (13, 14, 17) .
To date, age-related neural dedifferentiation and declines in GABA levels have been studied in isolation from one another. In the present study, we test whether individual differences in GABA predict individual differences in neural distinctiveness and if this relationship is region specific. This work is motivated by previous studies in animals showing a causal link between GABA levels and neural selectivity. Leventhal et al. (2003) showed that the application of GABA or a GABA agonist increased the orientation selectivity of cells in the visual cortex of older rhesus monkeys. Conversely, application of a GABA antagonist decreased the orientation selectivity of cells in the visual cortex of young monkeys (18) . GABA receptor antagonists have also been shown to broaden the frequency response of neurons in the inferior colliculus of chinchillas, making the cells' response less selective (19) .
Inspired by these findings, we investigate the relationship between GABA levels and neural distinctiveness in the human auditory cortex. Most previous neural dedifferentiation studies have been focused on the visual cortex, and so it remains unclear whether dedifferentiation also occurs in other sensory regions, such as the auditory cortex. Furthermore, the results of the small number of human studies investigating age-related changes in GABA levels in the auditory cortex are mixed (20, 21) . In the present study, we therefore asked whether older adults would have reduced distinctiveness and reduced GABA levels in the auditory cortex compared with young adults.
Research in animals suggests that the answer may be yes. For example, Turner, Hughes, & reported that the receptive fields of auditory neurons are less selective to pure tones in older rats compared with younger rats. Frequency selective bandwidths of auditory neurons get larger and receptive fields overlap more in older rats (22) . Likewise, neurons in primary and secondary auditory cortex are less spatially tuned in older compared with younger macaques (23) . Auditory frequency selectivity also declines with age in mice (24) . Together, these results suggest that in many mammals, neural selectivity declines not only in visual cortex but also in auditory cortex. In this study, we used functional MRI to examine whether activation patterns for different categories of auditory stimuli are less distinct in human beings as well.
Studies have also reported age-related decreases in the protein and mRNA levels of the most abundant GABAA receptor subunits in inferior colliculus and auditory cortex of rats (25) (26) (27) . GABAB receptor binding in the inferior colliculus also declines with age in rats (28) . In this study, we used Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) to examine whether GABA levels measured in the human auditory cortex decline with age. We also examined whether individual differences in GABA are associated with individual differences in neural distinctiveness.
In sum, we combined fMRI and MRS to test whether age-related dedifferentiation extends to the human auditory cortex, whether auditory GABA levels decline with age, and whether GABA levels and neural distinctiveness are associated in the auditory cortex of older adults.
Methods

Participants
Twenty young adults (8 males, mean age = 23.6, range 18 to 28 years) and 23 older adults (7 males, mean age = 69.91, range 65 to 81 years) adults participated in the study. All participants were right-handed, native English speakers with normal or corrected to normal vision. We excluded participants who used hearing aids or scored lower than 23 on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA) (29) . We ensured that none of our participants knew any of the foreign languages that were used as auditory stimuli for the fMRI task. All sessions took place at the University of Michigan's Functional MRI Laboratory, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Participants were recruited from Ann Arbor and the surrounding area.
Session Design
Eligible participants completed a functional MRI session and an MRS session on the same scanner on separate days within a few weeks of each other. These data were collected as a part of larger study called the Michigan Neural Distinctiveness or MiND study. Here, we only describe the portions of the study that are relevant to this experiment. Please refer to (30) for further details on the MiND study itself.
fMRI Session
We collected both structural and functional MRI data using a 3T General Electric A fixation cross was presented on the screen for the entire duration of the task. To ensure that subjects were attending to the auditory presentation, target trials (guitar plucks) occurred randomly about once a minute during the task. The participants were instructed to press a button with their right index finger every time a target trial was presented. Sounds were presented through an MRI-compatible Avotec Conformal Headset.
MRS Session
MR Spectroscopy data was collected using the same scanner on a different day. During this second session, we first collected T1-weighted structural images using the same parameters as in the fMRI session. MRS data were acquired using a MEGA-PRESS sequence with the following parameters: TE=68ms (TE1=15ms, TE2=53ms), TR=1. Figure S1 ). In order to ensure subject-level specificity, auditory voxels were placed to overlap maximally with each participant's own functional activation maps (using a contrast of Speech + Music vs. Fixation) obtained from the fMRI run described previously.
Quantification of GABA levels
We used the Gannet 3.0 MATLAB toolbox to estimate GABA levels in each of the two (left and right auditory) MRS voxels. The time domain data was frequency-and phase-corrected using spectral registration. It was filtered with 3-Hz exponential line broadening and zero-filled by a factor of 16. GABA levels were computed by fitting a Gaussian model to the 3-ppm peak in the difference spectrum and quantified relative to water (fit with a Gaussian-Lorentzian model) in institutional units ( Figure S2 ). This editing scheme results in significant excitation of coedited macromolecule (MM) signal, that have been reported to contribute approximately 45% to the edited signal at 3-ppm. Thus, we report all GABA values as GABA+ (i.e., GABA + MM) in the present study. There are substantial differences in the relaxation constants and water visibility between WM, GM and CSF. To account for these differences, a binary mask of the MRS voxels was created using Gannet's integrated voxel-to-image co-registration. Next, segmentation of the anatomical image was performed using the Segment function in SPM12 and the voxel fractions containing CSF, GM and WM were computed. From this procedure, a tissue-corrected GABA+ value was calculated for each participant. Since, the signal in GM and WM have different strengths an alpha tissue-corrected (fully corrected) GABA+ value was also computed for each participant.
fMRI Data Preprocessing fMRI data were k-space despiked, reconstructed, and corrected for heart beat and breathing using the RETROICOR algorithm. The initial five volumes were deleted and the data were then slice time corrected using the spm_slice_timing function from SPM8. Motion correction was performed using the Freesurfer FSFAST processing stream. Freesurfer was used to resample the data into two-dimensional cortical surfaces (one for the left hemisphere and one for the right hemisphere) based on a white/gray matter segmentation of each subject's own highresolution structural image computed using Freesurfer's recon-all function. The data were then spatially smoothed within each cortical surface using a 5-mm two-dimensional smoothing kernel.
ROI Selection
Because this was an auditory task we restricted our analysis to an anatomical mask containing the bilateral superior temporal gyrus, bank of the superior temporal sulcus, transverse temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus using cortical parcellation labels generated by FreeSurfer based on the Desikan-Killiany Atlas (aparc.annot). The resulting mask contained more than 37,000 vertices on the cortical surface ( Figure 2 ). We obtained grey-matter thickness, volume and surface area estimates within this mask.
In order to ensure that only subject-specific, task-relevant vertices were analyzed, we then created a functional mask for each subject. Neural activation was estimated using a General Linear Model, fit with two box-car regressors (music vs. fixation and speech vs. fixation), convolved with a standard hemodynamic function. Beta values for each of the two regressors were obtained at each vertex. The functional mask was generated by selecting the most active vertices from both conditions in an alternating order (e.g., the most highly activated vertex for the music vs. fixation contrast, then the most highly activated vertex for the speech vs. fixation contrast, then the next most activated vertex for the music vs. fixation contrast, etc.). If the next most active vertex for a contrast had already been included in the functional mask, then the next most active voxel that had not already been included in the functional mask was added. This approach ensured that both conditions were equally represented in the functional mask. The functional mask selection was blind to whether the chosen vertex was selective for one condition or was activated by both conditions (Figure 2 ).
Using a speech + music vs. fixation contrast, we calculated the total number of vertices across both hemispheres that were activated (p<0.001, uncorrected) during auditory perception for each subject. 95% of the subjects had greater than 1400 such vertices, so we chose an ROIsize of 1400 vertices as our default functional mask size. We also varied the ROI-size from small (1000 vertices) to very large (the entire anatomical mask) to ensure that any observed effects on neural distinctiveness did not depend on the size of the ROI.
Neural activation
In order to generate multiple independent activation patterns for use in multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA), we then fit another General Linear Model that included separate box-car regressors for each of the 12 task-blocks (6 music and 6 speech), convolved with a standard hemodynamic function. Fitting the model produced beta values at each vertex separately for each of the 12 blocks. Neural distinctiveness was computed using these beta values (activation maps) as described below.
SVM-based calculation of distinctiveness
Machine learning algorithms, particularly linear-SVMs (support vector machines) provide a measure of the distinctiveness of different patterns of neural activation. A linear SVM finds a hyperplane that maximally separates neural patterns into two different categories provided during training. Then this trained SVM is used to classify untrained neural patterns into one of the two categories. We used a leave-one-out cross-validation approach, in which the classifier was trained to fit 11 of the 12 activation maps (6 music and 6 speech) within the functional ROI and then was tested on the remaining activation map. This process was repeated leaving out each of 12 different activation maps and the average classification accuracy was used as a measure of neural distinctiveness. This measure of classification accuracy can only take on one of 13 discrete values (100%, 92%, 83%, 75%, 66%, etc.) corresponding to the number of the 12 activation maps that were classified correctly (plus 0% accuracy). Classification accuracy of 50% is chance.
Correlation-based calculation of distinctiveness
We also used a correlation-based approach that produces a more continuous measure of neural distinctiveness and that avoids ceiling effects (11, 31) . For each subject, correlations between the activation maps for all pairs of blocks of the same type were computed within the functional ROI (e.g., music block 1 with music block 2, music block 3 with music block 6, speech block1 with speech block4, etc.). These correlations were then averaged to produce a within-category correlation value. Likewise, correlations between activation maps for all pairs of blocks of different types were computed (e.g., music block 1 with speech block 2, music block 3 with speech block 6, speech block1 with music block4, etc.). These correlations were then averaged to produce a between-category correlation value. Neural distinctiveness was then defined as the difference between the average within-category correlation and average betweencategory correlation. This measure has a theoretical range of 2 to -2. This multivariate analysis reveals fine-grained differences in the distinctiveness of activation patterns rather than differences in the average activation between the two categories as a univariate method would.
Results
Neural Distinctiveness and Aging
Neural distinctiveness as measured by SVM classifier accuracy (Figure 3a ) was significantly lower in older adults (mean = 85.9%) compared to young adults (mean = 96.3%), (t (41) = -3.06, p = 0.004). Likewise, when neural distinctiveness was computed based on pattern similarity/dissimilarity using the difference between within-category and between-category correlations (Figure 3b) , older adults exhibited less distinctive activation patterns (mean = 0.27) than did young adults (mean = 0.39) (t (41) = -2.04, p = 0.047). In other words, using both measures the activation patterns for music and speech were more similar or confusable in older adults than younger adults.
With 12 activation patterns to classify, the SVM-based measure of distinctiveness can only take on 13 different values. It is also prone to ceiling effects (e.g., the classifier was 100% accurate in classifying the activation patterns for 20 of the 43 participants). In contrast, the correlation-based measure can take on any real value between -2 and 2 and is much less susceptible to ceiling effects. The two measures were also significantly correlated (r (41) = 0.42, p = 0.004). We therefore used the correlation-based measure for subsequent analyses.
There was no significant difference (t (41) = -0.64, p = 0.53) between the number of activated vertices (p<0.001, uncorrected) within the anatomical mask for young (mean = 7155) and older adults (mean = 6491). Furthermore, there was no significant difference in the mean (t (41) = -1.26, p=0.22) or peak (t (41) = -0.71, p=0.48) activation level between the two age groups. Differences in distinctiveness between the age-groups were therefore not driven by differential activation levels between the two age groups, but rather by age differences in the similarity/dissimilarity of neural activation patterns elicited by music and speech.
In order to ensure that the effect of aging on neural distinctiveness was not due to the selection of a particular ROI size, we computed a pairwise t-test at every ROI size and found that distinctiveness declined with age independent of ROI size selection (the effect was only marginally significant at the smallest ROI size) (Figure 4 , Table S1 ). However, as ROI-size increased, the average distinctiveness values declined suggesting that the larger ROIs included task-irrelevant vertices that added noise to the distinctiveness measure.
The observed age-related decline in neural distinctiveness could be due to changes in the ear, rather than changes in the brain. That is, peripheral changes in the ear that reduce auditory sensitivity could lead to reduced neural distinctiveness, even if there were no age-related changes in auditory cortex itself. To explore this issue, we analyzed neural distinctiveness after controlling for individual participants' pure-tone threshold. We still found that neural distinctiveness was significantly lower in the older vs. younger participants (r (41) = -0.30, p = 0.048). Thus, although peripheral changes may contribute to age-related declines in auditory neural distinctiveness, they do not completely explain them.
We also examined age-related changes in grey-matter thickness and surface area. Older adults exhibited significantly thinner grey-matter (t (37.4) =-6.82, p= 4.7e-08) and reduced surface area (t (39.6) =-3.49, p=0.001) within the anatomically defined mask. Neural distinctiveness was still significantly lower in the older adults even after controlling for changes in grey-matter thickness (r (41) =-0.32, p=0.037), but not after controlling for surface area (r (41) = -0.17, p= 0.28). These results indicate that changes in neural distinctiveness might be at least partially due to anatomical changes that accompany aging.
GABA+ Levels and Aging
Raw GABA+ levels were significantly lower in the auditory cortex in older adults (mean = 1.75) than in young adults (mean = 1.89) (t (40.9) =-2.78, p=0.008) (Figure 3c ).
We also used an ANCOVA to investigate whether there were systematic differences between GABA levels across hemisphere and if this effect interacted with age. There was a significant main effect of age on GABA+ independent of hemisphere (F (1,41) = 7.5, p=0.009) but no main effect of hemisphere (F (1,41) = 0.008, p=0.93). There was also no significant interaction between hemisphere and age (F (1,41) = 0.19, p=0.66). Because there were no significant differences between the GABA+ estimates in the two hemispheres and because the two estimates were significantly correlated (r (41) = 0.52, p=0.0003), we averaged the GABA+ estimates from each hemisphere for further analysis.
Gannet also provides GABA+ estimates that account for differences in relaxation times of GABA and water based on tissue composition (i.e., the fraction of grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal (CSF) volume within each voxel). GABA+ levels were lower in older adults (mean = 1.99) than young adults (mean = 2.18) even after these corrections (t (40.5) = -3.24, p = 0.002). Gannet also provides GABA+ estimates that account for difference in GABA signal strength in white matter compared to grey matter. Age did not have a significant main effect on these fully corrected GABA+ estimates (t (40.45) = 0.26, p = 0.8). These results indicate that accounting for structural changes with age like tissue composition can explain age differences in GABA+ estimates in auditory cortex.
GABA and Distinctiveness
Average raw GABA+ levels in the auditory cortex were positively correlated with neural distinctiveness in the older adults (r (21) = 0.54, p = 0.008) (Figure 5 ), but not the younger adults (r (18) = -0.18, p = 0.45) ( Figure S4 ). This GABA-distinctiveness relationship was also regionspecific: neither ventrovisual GABA (r (21) This relationship between auditory GABA and auditory distinctiveness was also still significant after controlling for age within the older adults (r (21) = 0.54, p = 0.009).
We also examined fully alpha, tissue-corrected GABA+ estimates to investigate whether the relationship between neural distinctiveness and GABA was driven by structural changes that accompany aging. We also included age and gray matter volume as nuisance covariates. The main effect of fully-corrected GABA+ on distinctiveness was still significant (F (1,18) = 4.44, p = 0.049), but the effect of age (F (1,18) = 0.01, p=0.92) and grey matter volume (F (1,18) = 0.60, p = 0.45) were not. Thus, the relationship between GABA and neural distinctiveness cannot be fully explained by age-related changes in grey-matter volume.
Discussion
The age-related neural dedifferentiation hypothesis posits that the neural representations of different stimuli become less distinct with age (32) . Most of the previous evidence for this hypothesis in humans has come from studies of visual cortex. In the present study, we showed that neural distinctiveness also declines with age in the auditory cortex, extending the scope of neural dedifferentiation theory. This age-related decline in distinctiveness was independent of ROI-size, was present after controlling for peripheral hearing performance (pure-tone threshold), and was still present after controlling for grey matter thickness.
We also examined GABA levels in the auditory cortex and the relationship between GABA and distinctiveness. Consistent with previous animal research, we found that GABA levels decline with age in the auditory cortex and showed for the first time that individual differences in GABA levels predict individual differences in neural distinctiveness.
Age-related dedifferentiation
Previous research in animals, provides direct evidence for age-related decline in neural selectivity or distinctiveness in single neurons (23, 33, 34) . Neuroimaging studies in humans have also found that neural patterns of activation in large cortical regions become less distinct with age in ventral visual cortex while viewing faces vs. houses (9, 35, 36) ; in motor cortex during left vs. right finger tapping (8) , in hippocampus during memory retrieval of different items (37) and in posterior medial cortex for different emotion regulation strategies (38) . Our study contributes to this growing body of literature by showing that age-related dedifferentiation extends to auditory cortex.
A natural question is whether the observed declines in neural distinctiveness in auditory cortex are due to age-related changes in the peripheral auditory system, i.e. the ear, or whether they reflect more central changes in the cortex. Aging is accompanied by several changes in the ear, including the loss of hair cells, dysfunction of the stria vascularis, and stiffening of the basilar membrane (39) . Such changes in the peripheral auditory system could result in a noisier auditory input. And noisier information could plausibly produce less distinctive cortical representations, even if central auditory processing in the cortex itself has not changed dramatically. However, we observed age-related dedifferentiation in our sample even after controlling for pure-tone thresholds, suggesting that age-related changes in the auditory cortex itself may also be playing a role in auditory dedifferentiation. Consistent with this hypothesis, age-related declines of central auditory processing often appear even after accounting for peripheral hearing loss (40) (41) (42) (43) .
Age-related decline in GABA levels
Several animal studies have reported that levels of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA decline with age in the auditory system. For example, GABA levels decline in the inferior colliculus (25, 26, 39) and auditory cortex (44) of aging rats, as well as in the cochlea of aging mice (45) . GABA receptor binding and subunit levels also decline with age (27, 28) .
Only a few human studies have investigated age-related changes in auditory GABA levels, and the results are mixed. Profant et al. (2015) did not observe a significant effect of age on GABA levels in auditory cortex. In contrast, Chen et al. (2013) did report a significant decline in GABA levels: in the right (but not the left) hemisphere before pure tone stimulation, and in both hemispheres after stimulation. Likewise, Gao et al. (2015) reported that older adults suffering from age-related hearing loss exhibited lower GABA levels in auditory cortex compared to other older adults. Consistent with these results, our study provides further evidence that auditory GABA levels decline significantly with age in older adults compared to younger adults. However, fully corrected GABA estimates did not show an age-related decline. This suggests that observed declines in GABA levels with age may be mediated by changes in tissue composition with aging.
The observed age-related declines in GABA are also consistent with the view that some age-related behavioral impairments may reflect an underlying deficit in inhibition (46, 47) . These theories suggest that as a result of impaired inhibitory function, older adults have greater difficulty preventing irrelevant information from gaining access to attention than young adults. Thus, older adults may be more susceptible to distraction and more likely to choose a non-optimal response.
Since GABA is the brain's major inhibitory neurotransmitter, age-related reductions in GABA could naturally explain the observed inhibitory deficit.
Auditory GABA decline predicts dedifferentiation Leventhal et al. (2003) showed that the neural selectivity of orientation-specific cells in visual cortex declines with age. They also showed that the selectivity of individual neurons can be experimentally manipulated by the application of GABA, a GABA agonist, or a GABA antagonist.
Specifically, visual neurons in older macaques that were not orientation-selective became selective after the application of GABA or the GABA agonist muscimol. Conversely, visual neurons in young macaques that were orientation-selective, became non-selective after the application of the GABA antagonist bicuculline. Together these results demonstrate that changes in GABA activity can cause changes in neural selectivity, at least in individual neurons in visual cortex.
Researchers have reported similar findings in the auditory system. For example, the application of a GABA antagonist reduces the selectivity of cells to sinusoidally amplitude modulated (SAM) stimuli in the inferior colliculus of rats (19) , as well as the rate and direction selectivity of cells to FM sweeps in the auditory system of bats (48) .
Obviously, the selectivity of individual receptive fields might be quite different from the selectivity of the large-scale neural representations that can be measured using fMRI in humans.
Nevertheless, age-related declines in GABA could plausibly influence both and so we decided to test whether individual differences in GABA were associated with individual differences in neural distinctiveness. And the results confirmed the prediction. Older participants had significantly greater neural distinctiveness than did older adults with lower GABA levels, even after controlling for age and tissue composition differences. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that age-related declines in GABA contribute to age-related neural dedifferentiation. Furthermore, this relationship was region-specific: GABA estimates in ventrovisual and somatosensory cortex were not significantly associated with auditory distinctiveness. These results suggest that the observed GABA-distinctiveness relationship is probably not due to some confounding effect (increased variance with age, vascular changes with age) that would be present throughout the brain.
Animal research has shown a direct association between decline in auditory neural selectivity and age-related hearing loss (33, 49) . If GABA levels influence neural distinctiveness, as our results suggest, then pharmacological treatments that target GABA could be a promising avenue for clinical research aimed at mitigating age-related hearing impairments.
Limitations
A key limitation of the current study is that it is correlational. We therefore cannot conclude that age-related changes in GABA cause changes in neural distinctiveness, only that they are related. Another limitation is that MRS estimates of GABA do not measure GABA activity, but GABA volume. Nor do they distinguish between intracellular and extracelluar GABA.
Furthermore, the measurements are made in a fairly large volume that does not overlap exactly with the functional region of interest. These shortcomings should presumably make it harder to observe relationships between auditory GABA and auditory distinctiveness, so the fact that we did find a significant relationship suggests that the relationship may be fairly strong.
Conclusions
In sum, our findings show that sensory neural dedifferentiation is not limited to ventral visual cortex but extends to the auditory cortex. Furthermore, they demonstrate that GABA levels in auditory cortex decline with age and that individual differences in GABA predict individual differences in neural distinctiveness. Together these findings are consistent with the hypothesis that age-related declines in GABA contribute to age-related declines in neural distinctiveness.
